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1. INTRODUCTION
This work develops asymptotic results for singularly perturbed Markov
chains. Our study focuses on the solutions of forward equations, related
occupation measures, and aggregated processes.
1.1. Preliminary
Let :( } ) be a continuous time Markov chain (nonstationary in general)
with state space M=[1, ..., m]. The matrix-valued function Q(t) for t0
is a generator of :( } ) if for t0, qij (t) is uniformly bounded and measurable
for all i, j # M, qij(t)0 for j{i, qii (t)=& j{i qij (t), and for any bounded
real-valued function f defined on M,
f (:(t))&|
t
0
Q() f ( } )(:()) d (1)
is a martingale, where
Q(t) f ( } )(i)= :
j # M
qij (t) f ( j)= :
j{i
qij (t)( f ( j)& f (i)).
A generator Q(t) is said to be weakly irreducible if, for each fixed t0, the
system of equations
&(t) Q(t)=0, :
m
i=1
&i (t)=1 (2)
has a unique solution &(t)=(&1(t), ..., &m(t)), where &i (t)0 is the i th
component of &(t) for i=1, ..., m. Such a solution is termed a quasi-stationary
distribution. Classical results on Markov chains with stationary transition
probabilities are in [3]. For treatment of nonstationary Markov chains
through piecewise-deterministic-process formulation, see [5] and the
references therein.
1.2. Motivation
Owing to the increasing demands on modeling and control of dynamical
systems with jumps, resurgent interests have been shown and continuing
efforts have been made for treating singularly perturbed Markov chains
(see [1, 6, 1619] among others). In many applications, one often needs to
deal with large-scale systems. For example, one may wish to find an
optimal control of a manufacturing system involving a large number of
states and subject to random break downs. Even for a seemingly not so
complex system, the optimal control can be very difficult to obtain (see
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[19, Section 5.2]). Frequently, for many applications arising in speech
pattern recognition, communication systems, and queueing networks, it is
impossible to obtain analytic solutions; direct numerical approximations
and straight forward uses of numerical packages may not be feasible due
to the curse of dimensionality. As an alternative, one decomposes a large
dimensional job into small pieces to achieve a reduction of complexity.
This idea may be traced back to the work of Simon and Ando [20] (see
also [4]). Using a singular perturbation approach one separates the states
in accordance with their rates of changes, and regroups them with similar
transition rates resulting in an aggregated process with much smaller state
space as compared to the original one. Various examples of controlled
dynamic systems and Markov decision processes under singularly perturbed
Markov chains with smooth generators Q=( } ), the corresponding asymptotic
optimal control strategies, the averaging approach, and the reduction of
dimensionality of such systems can be found in [21, Chapters 8 and 9].
Nonhomogeneous Markov chains and singularly perturbed systems also
arise in the framework of simulated annealing and global optimization; see
[2] also the related work [10] and the references therein. It is clear that
to further our understanding, the first task is to understand the probabilistic
structure of the singularly perturbed Markov chains.
Suppose that for a small parameter =>0, :(t)=:=(t) is generated by
Q=(t)=
1
=
Q (t)+Q (t), (3)
where Q ( } ) and Q ( } ) are generators having appropriate forms. Denote the
probability vector p=( } ) by p=(t)=(P(:=(t)=1), ..., P(:=(t)=m)) # R1_m.
Then p=( } ) satisfies the forward equation
dp=(t)
dt
= p=(t) Q=(t),
(4)
p=(0)=+, + i0, +1m= :
m
i=1
+ i=1,
where 1j is a j-dimensional column vector with all entries being 1 and +i
denotes the ith component of +.
In view of (3), the dominating force of the asymptotics depend on the
matrix Q (t). Let us concentrate on the fast changing part of the generator
first. In accordance with A. N. Kolmogorov, the states of any Markov
chain can be classified as either recurrent or transient. It is well known that
any finite-state Markov chain has at least one recurrent state, i.e., not all
states can be transient. As a result (see [11, p. 94]), by appropriate
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arrangements, it is always possible to write the corresponding generator as
either
Q (t)=diag(Q 1(t), ..., Q l (t))=\
Q 1(t)
Q 2(t)
. . .
Q l (t)+ , (5)
or
Q 1(t)
Q 2(t)
Q (t)=\ . . . + . (6)Q l (t)Q 1
*
(t) Q 2
*
} } } Q l
*
(t) Q
*
(t)
The generator (5) corresponds to a Markov chain that has l recurrent
classes (or l ergodic classes), whereas (6) corresponds to a Markov chain
that includes transient states in addition to the l recurrent classes. In fact,
a chain with generator (5) is termed a recurrent chain in [11]. If Q (t)=Q
a constant matrix (i.e., the chain is stationary), then (5) and (6) exhaust all
possibilities. For nonstationary Markov chains, other than the restriction
that the form of partitions of states do not change as a function of t, the
formulation above is sufficiently general.
In [13], we began the study of singularly perturbed Markov chains with
weak and strong interactions with Q (t) of the form (5) under smoothness
assumption and obtained asymptotic expansion of the probability vector.
We then continued to treat (6) in [21], and among other things, we also
studied the case (5)) when Q (t) is only bounded and measurable, and used
the results to study controlled dynamic systems. In [22], we obtained
asymptotic properties such as central limit theorem and aggregation for
Q (t) given by (6) for generators that are sufficiently smooth. This work
continues our effort by treating (6) under less smoothness assumptions.
One of the distinct features of the generator (6) is that it includes a nonzero
row of Q i
*
( } ) and Q
*
( } ), which makes the underlying problem more
difficult. As can be seen in the subsequent development, slightly stronger
conditions on these functions are needed.
In this paper, we answer the following questions: What can be done for
generators that are not very smooth? Can pointwise convergence and
convergence in L2 under the norm topology be obtained under reasonably
weak conditions? It should be mentioned that two-time scale approaches
and singularly perturbed stochastic systems have also been considered in
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[7, 8, 12, 14, 15] with the main concerns on diffusion processes, jump-
diffusions, or systems involving wide-band noise. Different from these
references, our primary concerns are on singularly perturbed piecewise
deterministic processes.
1.3. Outline of the Paper
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. For ease of presentation, we
use the transient case as a prototype in Sections 24. Section 2 presents the
convergence result under the weak topology of L2[0, T]. Section 3 proceeds
with the study of pointwise convergence and convergence under the L2 norm
topology. Section 4 deals with occupation measures, their mean squares
estimates, and weak convergence of probability measures for an aggregated
process. Section 5 concludes the paper with a few more remarks.
2. L2-WEAK CONVERGENCE
Let :=( } ) be a Markov chain generated by (3) where Q (t) takes the form
(6) with
Q k(t) # Rmk_mk, Q
*
(t) # Rm*_m*, Q k
*
(t) # Rm*_mk,
for each t # [0, T] and each k=1, ..., l, Q k(t) is a generator corresponding
to the state space Mk=[sk1 , ..., skmk], and M*=[s*1 ,...,s*m*] such that
M=M1 _ M2 } } } Ml _ M*.
Note that Mi and Mj are mutually exclusive when i{j. Here for convenience,
we treat the symbol V as an index. For a vector v # R1_m, by a partitioned
form we mean
v=(v1, v2, ..., vl, v*), where vk # R1_mk, for k=1, ..., l, V.
We assume the following conditions:
(A1) Q ( } ) and Q ( } ) are uniformly bounded and Borel measurable.
Moreover, Q k(t), for k=1, ..., l, are weakly irreducible.
(A2) (i) Q
*
(t) is asymptotically stable, i.e., all of its eigenvalues
belong to the left half of the complex plane. (ii) The matrices Q j
*
( } ) and
Q
*
( } ) are Lipschitz on [0, T].
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To proceed, define
1
*
(t)=\
1m1
am1 (t)
. . .
} } }
1ml
aml (t) 0m*_m*
+ , (7)
1 =diag(1m1 , ..., 1ml ),
where 0m
*
_m
*
is an m
*
_m
*
zero matrix, and
ami (t)=&Q *
&1(t) Q i
*
(t) 1mi for i=1, ..., l.
For each i=1, ..., l, denote the quasi-stationary distribution for Q i (t) by
&i (t), and denote
Q (t)=diag(&1(t), ..., &l (t), 0m
*
_m
*
) Q (t) 1
*
(t), (8)
Using the partition
Q (t)=\Q
11(t)
Q 21(t)
Q 12(t)
Q 22(t)+
where
Q 11(t) # R(m&m*)_(m&m*), Q 12(t) # R(m&m*)_m*,
Q 21(t) # Rm*_(m&m*), and Q 22(t) # Rm*_m*,
write
Q
*
(t)=diag(&1(t), ..., &l (t))(Q 11(t) 1 +Q 12(t)(am1(t), ..., aml (t))) (9)
Q (t)=diag(Q
*
(t), 0m
*
_m
*
).
The inclusion of the transient states makes the analysis more difficult. In
our previous work treating weak convergence in L2 for recurrent case, (ii)
is not needed. Note that the Lipschitz condition in (A2) implies that both
Q j
*
( } ) and Q
*
( } ) are differentiable almost everywhere on [0, T] with
uniformly bounded derivatives. Let us use ww to denote the convergence in
L2[0, T] under the weak topology.
The stability assumption of Q
*
(t) has the following probabilistic implica-
tion. Denote the j th component of ami (t) by ami, j (t). Then for each
t # [0, T], and each i=1, ..., l, ami, j (t)0 and 
l
i=1 ami, j (t)=1 for each
j=1, ..., m
*
. To see this, denote the standard unit vectors in R1_m* by e j
*
for 1 jm
*
. By (A2), for each t # [0, T], 0 exp(Q *(t) s) ds=&Q *
&1(t),
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and all the components of e j
*
[&Q
*
&1(t)] are nonnegative (see [21,
p. 147]). Thus
ami , j (t)=e
j
*
ami (t)=&e
j
*
Q
*
&1(t) Q j
*
(t) 1mj0.
Furthermore,
:
l
i=1
ami , j (t)=e
j
*
[&Q
*
&1(t)] :
l
i=1
Q i
*
(t) 1mi
=e j
*
(&Q
*
&1(t))(&Q
*
(t)) 1m
*
=1.
In view of the discussion above, ami (t) is the transition probability from the
transient states to the recurrent class Mi .
To proceed, it is convenient to use notation of partitioned vectors corre-
sponding to the recurrent states. We thus define
p=r(t)=( p
=, 1(t), ..., p=, l (t)),
p=(t)=( p =r(t), p
=, *(t)), (10)
where p=, i (t)=( p =i1(t), ..., p
=
imi
(t)), for i=1, ..., l, V.
Theorem 2.1. Assume conditions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then the
following assertions hold :
(a) For each j=1, ..., m
*
, P(:=(t)=s* j) w
w 0; for each i=1, ..., l, and
j=1, ..., mi , P(:=(t)=sij) w
w & ij(t) %i (t), where
%4 (t)=%(t) Q
*
(t), %(0)=(+1
*
(0))r (11)
with %(t)=(%1(t), ..., %l (t)) # R1_l, and (+1 *(0))r denoting the partitionedvector corresponding to the recurrent part.
(b) For i=V, as =  0, P(:=(t) # M
*
| :=(t0)  M*) w
w 0 and P(:=(t) #
M
*
| :=(t0) # M*) w
w 0; for each i, i1=1, ..., l and j, j1=1, ..., mi , P(:=(t)=
sij | :=(s)=si1 j1) w
w & ij (t) %i, ii (t, s), where the matrix 3(t, s)=(%ij (t, s))
satisfies the differential equation
3(t, s)
t
=3(t, s) Q
*
(t), 3(s, s)=I.
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Proof. Note that p=(t) is a probability vector. Thus [ p=( } )] is bounded
uniformly, and so it is in L2[0, T]. Consequently, there exists a sub-
sequence of =  0 (denoted by = for simplicity) such that p=( } ) ww p( } ) #
L2[0, T]. The fact that Q ( } ) # L2[0, T] implies that for arbitrary s and t
with [s, t]/[0, T],  ts p
=(u) Q (u)   ts p(u) Q (u) du. As a result,
|
t
s
p(u) Q (u) du=lim
=  0
= \p=(t)& p=(s)&|
t
s
p=(u) Q (u) du+=0.
It then follows that
p(t) Q (t)=0 a.e. in t.
Using the corresponding partitioned vectors for the limit
p(t)=( pr(t), p*(t))=( p1(t), ..., pl (t), p*(t)),
the irreducibility of Q k( } ) and the stability of Q
*
(t) imply that
p*(t)=0 a.e. in t,
(12)
pr(t)=%(t) diag(&1(t), ..., &l (t)) a.e. in t,
for some functions %(t)=(%1(t), ..., %l (t)). In fact, for i=1, ..., l, %i (t)=
pi (t) 1mi and %(t)= pr(t) 1 . Up to now, %(t) has not been specified yet. We
proceed to determine this function. In (4), post-multiplying by 1
*
(t) yields
d
dt
[ p=(t) 1
*
(t)]& p=(t)
d
dt
1
*
(t)= p=(t) Q=(t) 1
*
(t).
Integrating the resulting equation leads to
p=(t) 1
*
(t)=+1
*
(0)+|
t
0
p=(s) \1= Q (s)+Q (s)+ 1 *(s) ds
+|
t
0
p=(s)
d
ds
1
*
(s) ds.
The fact p=( } ) ww p( } ), Q (t) 1
*
(t)=0, and p*(t)=0 together with the
definition of 1
*
(t) leads to
p(t) 1
*
(t)=+1
*
(0)+|
t
0
p(s) Q (s) 1
*
(s) ds.
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Note that
p(t) 1
*
(t)=( pr(t), p*(t)) 1 *(t)
=( p1(t) 1m1+ p*(t) am1(t), ..., p
l (t) 1ml+ p*(t) aml (t), 0m*),
where 0m
*
=(0, ..., 0) # R1_m*. By virtue of (12), p(t) 1
*
(t)=(%(t), 0m
*
), and
consequently
%(t)=(+1
*
(0))r+|
t
0
%(s) Q
*
(s) ds,
where
(+1
*
(0))r=(+11m1++*am1 (0), ..., +
l 1ml++*aml (0)).
Part (b) can be proved in the same spirit. We thus omit the details. K
We have established the convergence of the probability vector under L2
weak topology. In what follows, we show that the sequence of subvectors
p=, *(t) in fact converges pointwise.
Lemma 2.2. For all t # (0, T], p=, *(t)  0 as =  0.
Proof. In view of the differential equation (4),
dp=, *(t)
dt
=
1
=
p=, *(t) Q
*
(t)+ g=0(t),
where g=0(t)= p
=, r(t) Q 12(t)+ p=, *(t) Q 22(t). For any fixed but otherwise
arbitrary t0 # [0, T], let t&t0=={ and let ,({)= p=, *(={+t0). Then we
have
d,({)
d{
=,({) Q
*
(t0)+,({)(Q *(={+t0)&Q *(t0))+=g
=
0(={+t0).
It follows that
,({)=,(0) exp(Q
*
(t0) {))+|
{
0
,(s)[(Q
*
(=s+t0)&Q *(t0))+=g
=
0(=s+t0)]
_exp(Q
*
(t0)({&s)) ds.
Recall that Q
*
(t) is Lipschitz. It can be shown as in [21, Lemma 5.1]
that
|exp(Q
*
(t0) {)|Ke&}0{,
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for some positive constants }0 and K. Using the Lipschitz property of
Q
*
(t) and the boundedness of ,(0) and g=0 , we have, for some positive
constants }0 , K1 , and K2 ,
|,({)|K0e&}0{+K1 |
{
0
|,(s)| =(s+1) e&}0 ({&s) ds. (13)
Applying the Gronwall inequality (see [9, p. 28]) to |,({)| e}0{, we obtain
|,({)| e}0{K0+K0 |
{
0
K1 =(s+1) exp \|
{
s
K1=(r+1) dr+ ds.
Note that
d
ds
exp \|
{
s
K1=(r+1) dr+=(&K1=(s+1)) exp \|
{
s
K1=(r+1) dr+ .
It follows that
K0+K0 |
{
0
K1 =(s+1) exp \|
{
s
K1=(r+1) dr+ ds.
=K0 exp \|
{
0
K1=(r+1) dr+
=K0 exp(K1 =({22+{)).
Thus,
|,({)|exp(&}0{+K1 =({22+{)). (14)
Let $=2}0 3K1 . Then for =<}0 3 and t&t0=={<$,
|,({)|e&}0{3.
Therefore, for |t&t0 |<$,
| p=, *(t)|=|,(t0+={)|K0e&}0(t&t0 )(3=)  0.
Since t0 is arbitrary and $=2}0(3K1) is independent of t0 , we have
p=, *(t)  0 for all t # (0, T]. K
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3. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE AND L2 CONVERGENCE
Having proved the convergence of the sequence [ p=( } )] under the weak
topology in L2[0, T], we now proceed to prove that the convergence takes
place in a stronger sense.
3.1. Pointwise Convergence
By examining the forward equation, it is clear that under (A1), the
generators Q ( } ) and Q ( } ) satisfy the Carathe odory condition (see [9, p. 28]).
As a result, the solution p=( } ) of the forward equation is absolutely continuous
on [0, T]. A question of interest is what conditions are needed to guarantee
the pointwise convergence. To proceed, we need the following condition.
(A3) Condition (A2) (i) holds. For each k=1, ..., l, Q k( } ) is Lipschitz
on [0, T], and Q k
*
(t)=Q k and Q
*
(t)=Q
*
are time independent.
Remark 3.1. Note that the transient part of Q ( } ) is assumed to be time
independent in (A3). Under condition (A3), both 1
*
(t)=1
*
and ami (t)=
ami are time independent. This is used to guarantee an orthogonality
condition (see (22) in what follows).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that (A1) and (A3) hold. Then as =  0, p=(t)  p(t)
for all t # (0, T].
Proof. Consider the forward equation (4). Starting with the weak limit
p(t), if the pointwise limit of p=(t) exists, it should coincide with the weak
limit. Thus, we need to show that p=(t)& p(t)  0 as =  0.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we choose a fixed but otherwise arbitrary
point t0 # [0, T], and introduce a new variable { such that t&t0=={.
Write p^({)= p=(={+t0). Define
p (t)= p =, t0 (t)=(&1(t) % (t), ..., &l (t) % (t), 0m
*
),
where % (t)=% =, t0 (t) # Rn defined as follows:
% 4 (t)=% (t) Q
*
(t), with % (t0)=( p=(t0) 1 *)r .
Note that p ( } ) may not satisfy the initial condition in general. To compensate
this, introduce another correction term ‘( } ) as follows:
d‘({)
d{
=‘({) Q (t0), ‘(0)= p^(0)& p (t0). (15)
It is easily seen that
‘({)=( p^(0)& p (t0)) exp(Q (t0) {). (16)
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Denote
P (t)=1
*
diag(&1(t), ..., &l (t), 0m
*
_m
*
). (17)
By virtue of [21, Lemma 6.24],
|exp(Q (t0){)&P (t0)|K exp(&}0{), (18)
for some K>0 and some }0>0. In view of the definition of % (t0), we have
the orthogonality ( p^(0)& p (t0)) P (t0)=0, which implies
|‘({)|=|( p^(0)& p (t0))(exp(Q (t0){)&P (t0))|K exp(&}0{). (19)
Define
r^=(={+t0)= p=(={+t0)& p (={+t0)&‘({),
and write r({)= r^=(={+t0). Note that in view of the choice of the initial
condition ‘(0), r(0)=0. Then r({) is the solution of the following Cauchy
problem:
{
dr({)
d{
=r({) Q (t0)+r({)[(Q (={+t0)&Q (t0))+=Q (={+t0)]
(20)
+= \p (={+t0) Q (={+t0)&dp (={+t0)dt ++=‘({) Q (={+t0)
+‘({)(Q (={+t0)&Q (t0)),
r(0)=0.
This yields that
r({)=|
{
0
r(s)[Q (=s+t0)&Q (t0)+=Q (=s+t0)] exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds
+= |
{
0 \ p (=s+t0) Q (=s+t0)&
dp (=s+t0)
dt + exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds
+= |
{
0
‘(s) Q (=s+t0) exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds
+|
{
0
‘(s)(Q (=s+t0)&Q (t0)) exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds. (21)
Let &~ (t)=diag(&1(t), ..., &l (t), 0m
*
_m
*
). It is easy to check the following
&~ (t) 1
*
=diag(I l , 0m
*
_m
*
), 1
*
diag(I l , 0m
*
_m
*
)=1
*
.
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In view of (12), we write p (t)=(% (t), 0m
*
) &~ (t). By (11), we have
d
dt
(% (t), 0m
*
)=(% (t), 0m
*
) Q (t)=(% (t), 0m
*
) &~ (t) Q (t) 1
*
.
It follows that
p (t) 1
*
=(% (t), 0m
*
) &~ (t) 1
*
=(% (t), 0m
*
) diag(I l , 0m
*
_m
*
).
Differentiating the left-hand side of the above equation, we obtain
d
dt
[ p (t) 1
*
]= p (t) Q (t) 1
*
.
By using (17), we have
\p (=s+t0) Q (=s+t0)&dp (=s+t0)dt + P (t0)=0.
It follows that
}= |
{
0 \p (=s+t0) Q (=s+t0)&
dp (=s+t0)
dt + exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds }
= }= |
{
0 \p (=s+t0) Q (=s+t0)&
dp (=s+t0)
dt +
_(exp(Q (t0)({&s))&P (t0)) ds }
= |
{
0 }p (=s+t0) Q (=s+t0)&
dp (=s+t0)
dt } exp(&}0({&s)) ds
=O(=).
Since ‘(s) decays exponentially,
|

0
|‘(s)| ds<,
and hence
}= |
{
0
‘(s) Q (=s+t0) exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds }
K= |
{
0
|‘(s)| ds=O(=).
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In addition, the Lipschitz continuity of Q ( } ) in (A3) implies that
}|
{
0
‘(s)(Q (=s+t0)&Q (t0)) exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds }
K= |
{
0
s |‘(s)| dsK= |
{
0
s exp(&}0s) ds=O(=).
By virtue of (A3),
[Q (={+t0)&Q (t0)] 1 *=0, (22)
which implies
[Q (={+t0)&Q (t0)] P (t0)=0.
Therefore,
|
{
0
r(s)[Q (=s+t0)&Q (t0)+=Q (=s+t0)] exp(Q (t0)({&s)) ds
=|
{
0
r(s)[Q (=s+t0)&Q (t0)+=Q (=s+t0)]
_(exp(Q (t0)({&s))&P (t0)) ds+|
{
0
r(s) =Q (=s+t0)] P (t0) ds.
Putting the pieces together leads to
|r({)|O(=)+K1 |
{
0
|r(s)| =(s+1) exp(&}0({&s)) ds.
Choosing $>0 similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2, we then arrive at
that for any t&t0<$, r=(={+t0)  0 as =  0. Here, as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2, $ is independent of =.
Now, take t0=0, we have
| p=(t)& p(t)|=| p=(t)& p (t)|  0,
for 0<t$. Then we take t0=$, it follows that
| p=(t)& p (t)|=| p=(t)& p =, t0 (t)|  0
for $t2$. Note that % (t)=% =, t0(t0)  %(t0), as =  0. Here %(t) is
defined as in (11). We have % (t)  %(t) for all $t2$. Thus,
| p=(t)& p(t)|  0.
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We continue this procedure a finite number of times and conclude that
| p=(t)& p(t)|  0 for all 0<tT. K
Remark 3.3. Note that p=(t)  p(t) only for t>0. Even though both
p=(t) and p(t) are continuous functions, there is no convergence in sup-
norm. This non-uniformity is mainly due to singular nature of the problem
and the presence of the initial layer terms. For t=0, p=(0)=+{p(0). As far
as the convergence of p=(t) to p(t) is concerned, if we are willing to assume
more smoothness of the generator Q ( } ), then the constant assumption on
the matrices Q k
*
can be discarded (see [21, Chapter 6]).
3.2. Convergence under L2 Norm Topology
With the weak convergence in L2 and the pointwise convergence at our
hands, we proceed to obtain the convergence under L2-norm topology. The
result is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
Then p=( } ) converges to p( } ) in L2[0, T] under L2-norm topology.
Proof. Since [ p=(t)] is a sequence of probability vectors, [ p=(t) p=, $(t)]
is a uniformly bounded sequence (in the uniform topology). The con-
vergence of p=(t) to p(t) for each t>0, the uniform boundedness of [ p=( } )],
the continuity of the function g( p)= pp$ (where for a vector v, v$ denotes
its transpose), and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem imply
that
|
T
0
| p=(t)|2 dt=|
T
0
p=(t) p=, $(t) dt  |
T
0
p(t) p$(t) dt as =  0. (23)
The convergence of p=( } ) under the L2 weak topology then implies
|
T
0
p=(t) p$(t) dt  |
T
0
p(t) p$(t) dt,
|
T
0
p(t) p=, $(t)  |
T
0
p(t) p$(t) dt as =  0.
Finally, putting things together, we obtain
|
T
0
| p=(t)& p(t)|2 dt=|
T
0
p=(t) p=, $(t) dt&|
T
0
p=(t) p$(t) dt
&|
T
0
p(t) p=, $(t) dt+|
T
0
p(t) p$(t) dt  0 as =  0.
Thus the desired result follows. K
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4. OCCUPATION MEASURES AND AGGREGATED PROCESSES
This section is devoted to the occupation measures and aggregation of
states. First, a mean square estimate of the sequence of occupation
measures is obtained. Then we further derive the weak convergence of the
aggregated process. To proceed, define
O=ij (t)={|
t
0
(I[:= (s)=sij ]&&
i
j(s) I[:= (s) # Mi]) ds,
|
t
0
I[:= (s)=s
* j
] ds,
for i=1, ..., l and j=1, ..., mi ,
for i=V and j=1, ..., m
*
,
where IA is the indicator of the set A.
Remark 4.1. Note the difference for sij # Mi i=1, ..., l and s*j for
j=1, ..., m
*
. For the transient part, the limit is 0, whereas for the recurrent
part, the occupation measure cannot be simply approximated by a deter-
ministic function.
Theorem 4.2. Assume (A1) and (A2). Then, for i=1, ..., l, V, j=1, ..., mi ,
we have
E(O=ij (t))
2  0, as =  0.
Proof. For the recurrent states, i.e., i=1, ..., l, j=1, ..., mi , the theorem
can be proved as in [21]. We thus only treat the transient states. For i=V,
j=1, ..., m
*
, we have the following:
E(O=
* j
(t))2=E \|
t
0
I[:= (s)=s
* j
] ds+
2
=2 |
t
0
|
s
0
P(:=(s)=s
* j
, :=(u)=s
* j
) du ds
=2 |
t
0
P(:=(u)=s
* j
) \|
t
u
P(:=(s)=s
* j
| :=(u)=s
* j
) ds+ du.
Theorem 2.1 implies that as =  0,
|
t
u
P(:=(s)=s
* j
| :=(u)=s
* j
) ds  0,
Hence we obtain the desired result. K
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To proceed, it is convenient to denote
I =, i (t)=(I[:= (t)=si1] , ..., I[:= (t)=simi ]) # R
1_mi, for i=1, ..., l,
(24)
I =, *(t)=(I[:= (t)=s
* 1
] , ..., I[:= (t)=s
* m*
]) # R
1_m
*,
and denote the j th components of I =, i (t) and I =, *(t) by I =, ij (t) and I j
=, *(t),
respectively.
Let D[0, T] denote the space of functions that are right continuous and
have left limits, endowed with the Skorohod topology. As usual, we use the
symbol O to denote weak convergence of probability measures.
Let U be a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 1] that is
independent of :=( } ). For each j=1, ..., m
*
, define an integer-valued
random variable Uj by
Uj= :
l
k=1
kI[Sk&1, jUSk, j ] , where S0, j=0,
Sk, j= :
k
i=1
ami , j for k1.
Then Uj is also independent of :=( } ). Define the aggregated process : =( } ) by
: =(t)={i,Uj ,
if :=(t) # Mi ,
if :=(t)=s
* j
.
(25)
It is easily seen that the state space of : =(t) is M =[1, ..., l], and that
: =( } ) # D[0, T]. In addition,
P(: =(t)=i | :=(t)=s
* j
)=P(Uj=i)=ami , j . (26)
Without the transient states, it reduces to the aggregation of recurrent
states as discussed in [21]. The rationale of the aggregation is as follows.
First we collect all the states in Mi as one state by using the inner product
I =, i (t) 1mi . Nevertheless, merely aggregating the recurrent states in Mi is not
enough, we also need to take into consideration of transitions (jumps) from
each of the states in M
*
to Mi .
Theorem 4.3. Assume (A1) and (A3). Then : =( } ) O : ( } ) on D[0, T] as
=  0, where : (t) is a Markov chain generated by Q
*
(t).
Proof. We first prove the tightness of [: =( } )] and then characterize the
limit. Denote by F=t=_[:
=(u); ut] the _-algebra generated by :=(u) up
to t. The martingale property implies that for 0st,
E _I =(t)&I =(s)&|
t
s
I =(u) Q=(u) du }F=s&=0 w.p.1. (27)
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Note that by virtue of (A3),
1
*
(t)=1
*
independent of t and Q=(t) 1
*
=Q (t) 1
*
. (28)
Post-multiplying (27) by 1
*
leads to
E _I =(t) 1 *&I =(s) 1 *&|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) 1
*
du }F=s&=0 w.p.1.
Note that [: =(t)=i] if either [: =(t) # Mi] or [:=(t) # M* and :
=(t)=i].
Thus for i=1, ..., l, by the martingale property of :=( } ), the definitions of
I =, i (t) and I =, *(t) in (24), and the independence of U j and :=(s),
E[I[: = (t)=i] | F =s]=E[I[:= (t) # Mi] | F
=
s]+E[I[:= (t) # M
*
, : = (t)=i] | F
=
s]
=E[I =, i (t) 1mi | :
=(s)]+ :
m
*
j=1
E[I[:= (t)=s
* j
, : = (t)=i] | :=(s)]
=E[I =, i (t) 1mi | :
=(s)]+ :
m
*
j=1
E[I[:= (t)=s
* j
, Uj=i]
| :=(s)]
=E[I =, i (t) 1mi | :
=(s)]+ :
m
*
j=1
P(:=(t)=s
* j
| :=(s)) P(Uj=i)
=E[I =, i (t) 1mi | :
=(s)]+E[I =, *(t) ami | :
=(s)]. (29)
Define
I =(t)=(I =r(t), 0m
*
)=(I[: = (t)=1] , ..., I[: = (t)=l] , 0m
*
). (30)
Note that I =(t) 1
*
=I =(t). It follows that
E \I =(t)&I =(s)&|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) 1
*
du }F =s+=0 w.p.1. (31)
The uniform boundedness of Q ( } ) then implies
lim sup
=  0 }E \|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) 1
*
du }F=s+}=O(t&s).
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As a result,
lim sup
=  0
|E[I =(t) | F=s]&I
=(s)|=O(t&s). (32)
Note that I 2A=IA for any indicator function of the set A. Thus by virtue
of (32),
E[|I =(t)&I =(s)|2 | F=s]
=E[I =(t) I =, $(t)&I =(t) I =, $(s)&I =(s) I =, $(t)&I =(s) I =, $(s) | F =s]
= :
l
i=1
E[I[: = (t)=i]&2I[: = (t)=i] I[: = (s)=i]+I[: = (s)=i] | F =s]
=def E[#~ =(t&s) | F=s]
such that
lim
t  s
lim sup
=  0
E(E[#~ =(t&s) | F=s])=lim
t  s
O(t&s)=0.
Thus by virtue of the tightness criterion (see [7, p. 137] or [14, p. 47]),
[I =( } )] is tight. The tightness of [: =( } )] thus follows.
Owing to the tightness of [: =( } )], by Prohorov’s Theorem, we can
extract a weakly convergent subsequence (still indexed by = for simplicity)
with limit : ( } ). It remains to characterize the limit process. We are to show
that : ( } ) is a Markov chain generated by Q
*
(t). To do so, we need to show
I r(t)&I r(s)&|
t
s
I r(u) Q *(u) du is a martingale,
where I r( } ) denotes the weak limit of I =r( } ) (see the definition (30)). To
verify the martingale property, it suffices to show that for any positive
integer j, any 0tk&1tkst, with 2k j, and any continuous
functions zi ( } ) with i=1, ..., j,
E _\I r(t)&I r(s)&|
t
s
I r(u) Q *(u) dr+ z1(I (t1)) } } } zj (I (tj))&=0. (33)
To verify (33), we begin with the pre-limit process [I =( } )]. In view of (31),
E _\I =(t)&I =(s)&|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) 1
*
du+ z1(I =(t1)) } } } zj (I =(t j))& 0
as =  0. (34)
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In addition,
E \|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) 1
*
du }F=s+=E \|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) du }F=s+
+E \|
t
s
(/=(u), I =, *(u)) Q (u) 1
*
du }F=s+
&E \|
t
s
(/^=, *(u), 0m
*
) Q (u) 1
*
du }F=s+ ,
(35)
where Q (t) is given by (8) and
/=(u)=(I[:= (u)=s11 ]&&
1
1(u) I[: = (u) # M1] , ..., I[: = (u)=slml ]&&
l
ml
(u) I[:= (u) # Ml ]),
/^=, *(u)=(I =, *(u) am1 &
1(u), ..., I =, *(u) aml &
l (u)).
In view of Theorem 4.2, we have as =  0 the second line of (35) goes to
0. By virtue of Lemma 2.2, the third line of (35) also tends to 0. Therefore,
we can replace the term I =(u) in the integrand of (34) by I =(u) Q (u).
Consequently,
E _\I =(t)&I =(s)&|
t
s
I =(u) Q (u) du+ z1(I =(t1)) } } } zj (I =(t j))& 0. (36)
The weak convergence of I =( } ) to I ( } ), the Skorohod representation, and
(36) then imply
E _\I (t)&I (s)&|
t
s
I (u) Q (u) dr+ z1(I (t1)) } } } zj (I (tj))&=0.
Owing to (8), (9), and (30), deleting the 0’s, we also have the above equa-
tion holds with I ( } ) and Q ( } ) replaced by I r( } ) and Q *( } ), respectively,
which is exactly (33) as desired. By virtue of [21, Lemma 2.4], : ( } ) is a
Markov chain generated by Q
*
( } ). K
5. FURTHER REMARKS
One of the main ideas behind the analysis is the use of Fredholm alter-
native that in turn relies on an essential use of an orthogonality condition
(e.g., Q (t) 1
*
(t)=0). Due to the inclusion of the transient states, even for
L2 weak convergence, slightly stronger conditions are needed since we must
take the derivatives of p=(t) 1
*
(t), for instance.
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The approach for obtaining error estimates in the pointwise convergence
proof can be used to find asymptotic expansions for the probability vector
under smoothness assumption. By such a more effective use of orthogonality,
we could obtain the desired estimates more directly as compared to
[21, Chapter 6].
Condition (A3) in Theorems 3.2, 3.4, and 4.3 can be much relaxed and
time-varying functions can be dealt with. Assume (A3) with the following
modifications: For each k, Q k(t)=B(t) Q k
* , 0
, Q
*
(t)=B(t) Q
* , 0
, where
B(t) # Rm*_m*, and Q k
* , 0
# Rm*_mk and Q
* , 0
# Rm*_m* are constant
matrices. It is readily verified that B(t) is invertible for each t # [0, T] and
for each k, amk(t) remains to be a time-independent vector. By using exactly
the same proofs, Theorems 3.2, 3.4, and 4.3 continued to hold.
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